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Conducting monetary policy. . . isakin to driving without full
vision—perhaps like driving in a rainstorm with defective
windshield wipers. It can be done, but only very carefully.
(John Crow, Eric J. Hanson Memorial Lecture, 1988)

The Fed’s dilemma is like that of a tugboat captain pushing a
long string of barges in a dense fog; the awkward load is
difficult to pilot. He needs to start his turn half a mile before
the bend. But he can’t see the bend until it’s too late. (Allan
Murray,The Wall Street Journal, 1989)

Introduction

Monetary policy-makers face a difficult task when evaluating the curr
state of the economy and deciding what actions are needed to achieve
objectives, such as keeping inflation within a given range. Because long
variable lags exist between a monetary policy action and its effects
economic variables, policy-makers need a way to assess whether
actions are having, or indeed will have, the desired effect.
The M1 Vector-Error-Correction Model:
Some Extensions and Applications
Charleen Adam and Scott Hendry
151

* We would like to thank, without implicating, Bob Amano, David Andolfatto, Kevin
Clinton, Walter Engert, Chuck Freedman, Kevin Moran, and Jack Selody for their useful
comments on earlier drafts of this paper. Many thanks to Pierre Duguay for assistance in
finding the John Crow quotation. The Murray reference is from Dorfman.
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Economists at the Bank of Canada use inflation forecasts, in add
to other variables considered to have leading-indicator properties, to inf
policy-makers’ views on the current and future state of the economy. S
of these variables are new orders and shipments, housing market ac
inflation, and various money and credit aggregates. Since no one s
indicator is superior to all others, a good strategy is to monitor ma
variables to try to ensure that the best signals about the economy are
considered. This strategy also extends to models. Given that a mod
simply a collection of assumptions or behavioural rules about the way
economy works, economists maintain several models for forecastin
conditional projections.1

Economists at the Bank have pursued modelling strategies alo
continuum anchored at one end by purely theoretical approaches and
other end by purely empirical approaches.2 The model we use in this pape
is an M1 vector-error-correction model (VECM), which could be describ
as lying somewhere between the middle of the continuum and the pu
empirical end. At the heart of this model is a long-run money-dema
function. Several extensions have been made to the basic model He
(1995) presented to add more theory (or structure) to it in order to mak
more useful for conducting counter-factual analysis: for asking “what
questions.

Sections 1 and 2 provide some background and context for the
VECM and discuss the changes made to Hendry’s original model. Secti
details why gross M1 is no longer the preferred measure of narrow mo
for the VECM and outlines how adjusted M1, the preferred measure
constructed. Section 4 discusses the identification of policy shocks in
VECM, and section 5 lays out the framework for using information fro
models to inform policy. Section 6 provides some direction for future wo

1 Background

Inflation is essentially a monetary phenomenon. In the long run an ex
creation of money is bound to lead to inflation. In the short run the links m
not be as tight. After an unsuccessful attempt at using money-growth ta
to reduce inflation in the 1970s both here in Canada and in the United St
many models now used to guide policy advice assume that money plays
a passive role and may be ignored for all practical purposes becaus

1. Engert and Selody (1998) and Berk (1997) made excellent arguments for the u
multiple models in formulating monetary policy. No single model can capture all asp
of the economy, so it is useful for policy-makers to have several different mo
summarizing different views or aspects of the economy.
2. Thanks are due to Kevin Moran and Jack Selody for suggesting this analogy.
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central bank and commercial banks are assumed to simply supply m
passively in accordance with agents’ demand. Consequently, no causa
is given to money in these models of inflation. This paper uses an ac
money paradigm in which money causes inflation. However, in this mo
money’s causal effect on inflation does not depend on using money a
instrument of monetary policy, as is the case in many theoretical model
very short-term interest rate such as the overnight rate can be consider
be the instrument of monetary policy, consistent with the Bank of Cana
operating procedure. In responding to changes in the overnight
financial intermediaries make loans to agents in the economy and h
create deposits. These agents then transact with other agents using the
created balances, leading to changes in the level of aggregate activity
prices. The underlying premise is that agents have a long-run deman
money, and the amount of money an agent actually holds fluctuates ar
these desired money holdings. For the purposes of the discussion below
difference between actual money supply and estimated long-run mo
demand (using the long-run parameters but evaluated at the current valu
the variables in the long-run demand function) is called the money gap.3

Laidler (1999) discussed the passive- and active-money vie
drawing on the buffer-stock theory to explain why people may tempora
be off their long-run money-demand function.4 For example, suppose a
agent receives an unanticipated lump sum of money. Information
transaction costs are involved in deciding what to do with the money
then doing it. Hence, it is optimal to take some time to arrive at a decis
and consequently at any time an agent’s actual holdings of transac
money might differ from his or her desired long-run holdings of mon
That is, actual money holdings fluctuate around the desired level (i.e., lo
run demand for money), much as a firm’s inventories fluctuate around s
level of desired inventory holdings. A firm or individual with mone
holdings exceeding the desired level of money balances will act to get ri
these excess balances by transacting with other agents in the econom
excess aggregate supply of money can translate into inflationary pressu
much the same way that an excess demand for goods does; too much m
chases too few goods. Hence, a positive money gap, where the sto
money exceeds the aggregate long-run demand for money, is associate

3. In this sense, what is being evaluated is the difference between actual money and t
value of the long-run demand for money. The long-run money-demand function could
be evaluated at the long-run values of the variables in the long-run demand function
doing so causes the money gap to lose most of its predictive power. This is likely bec
rather than evaluating money supply at its actual value, the model should include
notion of long-run supply. Identifying the money-supply process is an area for future w
4. Laidler’s (1999) discussion focuses on narrow, or transactions, money.
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periods of rising inflationary pressure, and a negative gap, where the s
of money is less than long-run demand for money, is associated
disinflationary pressures.

The adjusted-M1 VECM presented in this paper is an extension
work done by Hendry (1995), who estimated a unique long-r
cointegrating vector between M1, output, prices, and a short-term inte
rate. The vector can be thought of as a long-run money-demand func
Since money demanded does not have to be equal to money supplied a
point in time (though they must be equal in the steady state), the e
correction term of the VECM can be thought of as a money gap, which
been shown to have predictive power for inflation.5

2 Details of the VECM

The model used in this paper is similar to Hendry’s original model in tha
estimates a unique and stable long-run cointegrating vector betw
quarterly data for nominal M1, real output, the consumer price index, an
short-term interest rate. This vector can be also considered to be a lon
money-demand function. (See the appendix for more details on the mo

The Johansen-Juselius (1990) methodology was used to estimat
long-run cointegrating vector from a VECM of the form

, (1)

whereXt is a vector of endogenous variables (i.e., money, output, prices,
interest rates), is a matrix of parameters for a fourth-order lag proc
Zt is a vector of stationary exogenous variables including seasonal dumm
andD is the matrix of parameters associated with the exogenous varia
The parameters measure the speed at which the variables in the sy
adjust to restore a long-run equilibrium, and the vectors are estimate
the long-run cointegrating relationships between the variables in the mo

This system was found to have a unique stable long-run cointegra
relationship between money, inflation, output, and interest rates. Uni
price elasticity is imposed (i.e., prices move one for one with change
money), and the long-run coefficient on output is around 0.5 while that
the interest rate is about –0.04, both of which are consistent with prev
work.6

5. Armour et al. (1996) and Engert and Hendry (1998) found the VECM to be a g
inflation-forecasting model at horizons of one to two years. As well, Fung and Kasumo
(1998) found that following an expansionary monetary policy shock, a positive money
opens up, followed by an increase in prices.
6. The restriction of unitary price elasticity in an unrestricted regression was not reje

∆Xt Γ L( )∆Xt DZt αβ′ Xt 1–[ ]+ +=

Γ L( )

α
β
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However, the estimated short-run parameters of Hendry’s orig
model (i.e., the parameters as well as the coefficients on the lag
endogenous variables) were unstable in that they varied greatly ove
sample period. Consequently, a number of exogenous variables were a
to improve the estimates. One of the exogenous variables included
measure of the output gap calculated using potential output from the Ba
Quarterly Projection Model (QPM), which measures potential using
extended multivariate filter (see Butler 1996 for details on this approa
Other exogenous variables added are the Can$/US$ spot exchange ra
U.S. 90-day commercial paper rate, the U.S. inflation rate, the chang
non-personal notice deposits post-1980, and a permanent shift dumm
the early 1980s. The 1980s shift variable is interpreted as a proxy for
financial innovations that occurred at chartered banks at that time.7 Many
other variables, such as daily-interest account rates and dollar values
yield curve, and the volatility of long-term rates were also tried as prox
for these innovations; however, none of them successfully eliminated
need for the 1980s dummy variable.

Including non-personal notice deposits in the model as an exogen
variable was an attempt to internalize the shift between demand and n
deposits that has been occurring over the 1990s. Reserve requiremen
demand and notice deposits were eliminated in the early 1990s, leadin
some redistribution of funds on the part of agents (mainly busin
customers) out of notice deposits and into demand deposits.
redistribution has increased the growth rate of M1 in recent years; howe
while the increase in M1 growth has been associated with some acceler
of real GDP growth, it has not spilled over into increased inflation to da
The shift between notice and demand deposits is not the only innovatio
affect the M1 aggregate,8 and this is why adjusted M1, rather than gross M
is used in the model. The construction of adjusted M1 is discusse
section 3.

Some equilibrium conditions have been imposed on the mode
force it to a particular steady state. In the steady state, potential ou
growth is assumed to be 2.3 per cent, inflation is 2 per cent, and mo
growth is 3.2 per cent, as implied by the long-run money-dema
parameters and the assumptions on output and price growth. The st
state overnight rate is about 4.9 per cent and is based on the histo
relationship with U.S. interest rates.

7. See Freedman (1983), Gomme (1998), and Aubry and Nott (2000) for discussio
some of these innovations.
8. See Bank of Canada (1998), Atta-Mensah and Nott (1999), and Aubry and Nott (2
for discussions of the innovations affecting M1 in the 1990s.

α
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Figure 1
Money gap vs. 8-quarter inflation rate
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As discussed in section 1, the difference between actual mo
supply and estimated long-run money demand is called the money
The money gap has moved very closely with actual inflation over the
40 years (see Figure 1) and helps the model to predict inflation.

The main differences between the M1 VECM presented in this pa
and Hendry’s original are that the current model uses adjusted
(discussed in section 3) rather than gross M1, and the overnight interes
rather than the 90-day commercial paper rate. The overnight rate has
the policy instrument in Canada since 1994, and there is evidence tha
overnight rate provides a good way to measure monetary policy in Can
over a much longer period (see Armour, Engert, and Fung 1996). Moreo
because the overnight rate is highly correlated with the 90-day comme
paper rate (the correlation since 1956 is 0.98), changing the short-
interest rate used in the model had no significant effects on the estim
money-demand function or the model’s forecasting performance.

3 Dealing with Financial Innovations in Narrow Money

In Canada, changes in real M1 growth are correlated with changes in
GDP growth about two quarters in the future.9 M1 growth is also correlated
with changes in prices about eight quarters in the future.10 However, in the
1990s the relationship between money and other economic variables ap

9. See, for instance, Bank of Canada (1999, 29).
10. As discussed in Hendry (1995) and Armour et al. (1996).
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to have shifted, possibly in relation to the “restructuring” of the Canad
economy after the 1990–91 recession. This shift could also be related t
change in monetary policy to a regime of explicit inflation targeting. A la
explanation could be that the many financial innovations in the 1990s ap
to have changed the nature of deposit accounts.

Given this last possibility, the definition of narrow money for use
the VECM was re-examined.11 Narrow money is generally considered to b
money used in transactions for goods and services. In Canada, na
money is currently defined as M1, which comprises currency, perso
chequing accounts, and current accounts. Over the period 1992 to 1
reserve requirements on accounts were phased out, reducing the distin
between notice and demand accounts.12 Also, the improvement in electronic
financial services in recent years and the increased popularity of debit c
ATMs, and telephone/PC banking have led agents to economize on
cash balances and enabled them to more easily access non-M1 accou
transactions purposes. These technological improvements seem to
increased the degree of substitutability between cash and demand or n
deposit accounts, and consequently a broader definition of transac
money might be more appropriate in an electronic world. As well, mos
the products financial institutions currently offer have joint transactions
savings characteristics. Thus, some proportion of these balances doe
really belong in a transactions money measure and should be excluded
problem is to come up with a reasonable way of approximating t
proportion.

In Canada over the period 1980 to 1982, another series of finan
innovations introduced instability into the parameters of the mod
cointegrating vector. However, the 1980s innovations tended to simply m
money from (M1) demand deposits to (M2) notice deposits. In order to d
with an environment of high interest rates and changing rese
requirements, banks offered customers incentives to move their acco
from ones that were costly for the banks to maintain (demand deposit
ones that were more cost-effective for the banks (notice deposits). B
introduced innovations such as daily-interest savings and daily-inte
chequing accounts to motivate consumers to switch from non-inter

11. Aubry and Nott (2000) examined the conceptual issues of what should be includ
a measure of narrow money.
12. Reserve requirements were higher on demand deposits included in M1 than on
deposits excluded from M1. As a consequence, beyond the essentially irrele
withdrawal-notice requirement, the distinction between demand and notice account
become meaningless. So far, this innovation seems to have affected mainly bus
accounts. Banks have begun to pay more attractive rates of interest on current accoun
businesses have shifted some of their funds into those accounts.
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bearing demand accounts to interest-bearing notice accounts. The sh
the 1990s has not only been related to a switch back from notice to dem
accounts owing to the reduction and eventual removal of rese
requirements for demand accounts, but also to the advent of technolo
changes, as more types of accounts now have the characteristics of
actions money.

Adjusted M1 is a model-based measure of money that was cons
ted for this paper specifically to correct the VECM instability and estim
the size of the distortion in M1. This was done in two steps.

First, the money-forecasting equation from a gross-M1 VEC
(estimated from 1956 to 1993) was used to forecast M1 growth fr
1992Q1 to 1999Q1, using actual values for all other variables in the mo
It yielded a time series we called “distortion-free” money. This series is
estimate of what M1 would have been had the data-generating proces
changed in the 1990s.

Second, in order to relate the distortion-free money series to
observable money data, it was regressed on all the components of M
(gross M1 plus all notice deposits). Because the coefficients were simila
some components that could reasonably be thought of as having the
sort of characteristics or users, these components were grouped toget
reduce the number of parameters to estimate in order to improve efficie
given the small sample size.

3.1 Calculating adjusted M1

Adjusted M1 is calculated as follows:

adjusted M1 = 1.58 (currency) + 0.28 (non-personal)
for 92Q1 to 94Q3

adjusted M1 = 1.19 (currency) + 0.22 (non-personal)
+ 0.15 (personal) for 94Q4 to 99Q1,

wherenon-personalis the sum of current accounts and non-personal no
deposits, andpersonal is all personal notice deposits.13

Adjusted M1 differs from M1 in two respects:

1. Choice of components: Adjusted M1 includes notice accounts but
personal chequing accounts (PCAs) because the latter include invest
dealer accounts (which today represent more than half of PCAs).
investment dealer accounts appear to be held predominantly to purc

13. The sample was divided into two subperiods to reflect the fact that the param
estimates after 1994Q3 are substantially different from those prior to it.
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Figure 2
Income elasticity from rolling regression

Figure 3
Interest rate semi-elasticity from rolling regression
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Figure 4
Year-over-year growth rate of gross M1 vs. adjusted M1

Figure 5
Forecast and actual 4-quarters-ahead 4-quarter inflation rate
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financial assets such as mutual funds, stocks, and bonds, rather th
buy goods and services, and therefore should probably be class
within some broader aggregate that is defined as store-of-wealth m
rather than in our measure of transactions money.

2. Choice of weights: M1 uses fixed weights of 1 on each of its compone
whereas the weights of adjusted M1 differ from 1 based on the estima
results. Adjusted M1 also permits the weights to change at discrete p
in the sample.

Given the small size of the sample, as well as the extent to which
parameters have shifted over time, the weights reported here shoul
treated with caution. This issue will be discussed in more depth later.

The primary purpose of this exercise was to correct the VEC
instability, and Figures 2 and 3 clearly show that the adjusted-M1 VEC
has more stable parameters, by design, than the original M1 VECM.

Figure 4 shows that the growth rate of adjusted M1 has been m
weaker than that of gross M1 over much of the 1990s. However, by des
adjusted M1 is more consistent with the actual movements of prices, ou
and interest rates.

In spite of this lower growth rate the inflation forecasts of th
adjusted-M1 VECM are similar to those of Hendry’s original M1 VECM
(see Figure 5). This is likely because the M1 VECM version had shif
parameters to offset the high M1 growth and still obtained moder
inflation forecasts. The adjusted-M1 VECM uses lower money growth
more-stable parameters to obtain a reasonably similar forecast through
of the sample, with a root-mean-squared error (RMSE) of 0.91 compare
an RMSE of 0.94 for the original M1 VECM.

3.2 Why choose this approach?

The instability in the long-run parameters in Hendry’s model could ha
been corrected with dummy variables, but this would not have provided
information about the sources of the instability.14 The approach taken in ou
paper is also more flexible than the dummy-variable approach in that it is
necessary to impose a priori when the distortion should end. As Figu
shows, the distortion to M1 (the difference between the growth rate of g
M1 and adjusted M1) has been about 6 to 7 per cent per year over the
three years. In this volume’s paper by Aubry and Nott (2000), distortio

14. One problem with the dummy-variable approach is that it would treat the distortio
all components as equal. Our approach allows for the possibility that the amoun
distortion in the components is different.
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related to specific institutional events were examined (the substitutio
funds from notice accounts to current accounts at some banks, the effe
dealer accounts in PCAs, and the introduction of the $2 coin), and
estimate of the size of the distortion was found to be only about 2 per
per year.15

It can probably be assumed that these numbers provide upper-
lower-bound estimates of the size of the distortion. Since Aubry and No
work examined only three institutional events, it seems reasonabl
conclude that their estimate of the size of the distortion would be consid
as a lower bound. Adjusted M1 can be considered as an upper b
because all possible sources of instability are attributed to distortions in
Hence, it can be argued that our approach might provide too much
correction, as the methodology may also be attributing structural chang
the economic relationship between M1 and output and inflation
distortions in M1 related to financial innovations.

The alternative measures of money M1+ (M1+ is M1 plus chequa
notice deposits) and M1++ were also tried as the money variable in VEC
but a stable money-demand function could not be estimated using e
definition. This result probably reflects the fact that neither M1+ nor M1
adequately measures transactions money over history. To address
“extended M1+” and “extended M1++” series were constructed using
level of M1 up to 1990 and then using the growth rate of M1+ (or M1++)
calculate the level of “extended M1+” (or “extended M1++”) post-199
However, even the extended definitions did not lead to a stable mo
demand function, probably because the added components are
completely transactions-oriented, but also include some money held
liquid store of value.

Since the weights on the components of adjusted M1 have chan
because of financial innovations that occurred over time and not with
single quarter, assuming fixed weights on the components could
problematic. A time-varying parameter model with Kalman filtering m
seem appropriate, but estimating such a model has proven difficult given
small data sample available. The results are quite sensitive to the in
assumptions, and we do not have a ready technique to restrict the weig
be positive in this environment. As a compromise, the single break in
weights is allowed.

To sum up, adjusted M1 can be thought of as the money growth
should have been observed over the last few years if the relation
between money, output, interest rates, and prices had remained unch

15. See Bank of Canada (1998), Atta-Mensah and Nott (1999), and Aubry and Nott (2
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from the past. Of the three possible reasons for the observed instabili
money’s relationship with other economic variables in the 1990s, the
reason has to do with institutional changes and difficulties with our curr
data-reporting system that imply we may no longer be measuring
appropriate data. The second reason has to do with the changing natu
money demand in an electronic world. Finally, the instability may reflect
economy’s structural changes that are not specifically related to finan
innovations. The M1 distortion estimated using the VECM incorporates
of these elements, so even though adjusted M1 can be related to a me
of transactions money, one should be careful about making inferences b
on this aggregate. In fact, we consider adjusted M1 to be an interim ste
the path to finding a new narrow aggregate. However, given that s
economic interpretation can be put on the components of adjusted M1
its relation to distortion-free M1, adjusted M1 is, by design, the b
aggregate now available for use in the VECM.

4 Identifying Policy Shocks

Another change from the original VECM Hendry described is that pol
shocks have now been identified in our model as the structural shocks t
interest rate equation as derived from a Choleski decomposition.16 That is,
policy shocks are identified as unanticipated innovations to the overn
interest rate.

Previously the models were generating a “price puzzle,” in tha
policy-induced increase in the nominal interest rate was accompanied
rise in inflation. The puzzle arose because an increase in the interes
caused a decline in the estimated long-run demand for money, and
decreased demand in turn created a positive money gap that led
persistent inflation bubble. One possible explanation for this outcome is
changes in the interest rate have been more closely correlated over h
with changes in expected inflation rather than with monetary policy sho
and the model has not yet properly identified all of the movements
expected inflation. However, it seems reasonable that long-run mo
demand should be based on a smoother measure of the opportunity c
money. It is unlikely that the long-run demand for money will mov
substantially with every transitory change in the interest rate. Conseque
an “unanticipated policy-free” interest rate series was computed
removing the model’s estimated structural policy shocks from the overn
rate, basing its removal on the argument that agents would not immedi

16. The ordering of the variables in the decomposition is: U.S. interest rate, U.S. pr
overnight rate, adjusted M1, non-personal chequable accounts, output, prices, an
exchange rate.
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Figure 6
Inflation forecasts
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adjust their long-run money demand to the latest interest rate policy sh
In a world with limited information regarding policy shocks, agents wou
respond slowly to policy innovations as they learned about the nature o
latest change in interest rates. It is this unanticipated policy-free rate
enters into the calculation of the long-run money-demand parameters
the money gap.

Using our unanticipated policy-free interest rate implies that a po
tightening will leave money demand unchanged in the quarter of the sh
thereby removing the price puzzle from the model. As well, in the first f
quarters following the monetary policy tightening, the interest rate incre
slows money growth by more than money demand, causing an ex
demand for money, and that in turn causes inflation to fall.

The Bank is also continuing to investigate how best to measure
output and interest rate variables used in calculating money dem
Empirically the money gap that is calculated from current values of out
and interest rates is the best predictor of inflation. Theoretically, howe
long-run money demand calculated from long-run measures of output
interest rates—for instance, potential output and equilibrium interest rate
makes more sense (see Gerlach and Svensson 1999). We hope to ex
these issues in future work.

With policy shocks as they are now identified in our model, it
possible to back out the shocks to interest rates that will move inflatio
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Figure 7
Money-growth forecasts

Figure 8
Overnight interest rate forecasts
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the midpoint of the Bank’s inflation-control target range over a giv
horizon.

5 Using the Adjusted-M1 VECM for Forecasting

As an example of how the adjusted-M1 VECM could be a useful model
policy-makers, assume a set of initial conditions with 3 per cent inflati
8 per cent money growth, 3.5 per cent output growth, and 6 per cent inte
rates. These conditions were also chosen so that when the interest rat
held fixed at 6 per cent, the inflation rate would be stable around 3 per
for the first two years out of sample.

Four separate forecasts could be provided with this model given th
initial conditions. The first is a fixed interest rate forecast. The other th
are conditional forecasts in which we estimated the series of interest
shocks necessary to move the 4-quarter inflation rate to the midpoint o
inflation-control target range over 4, 8, or 12 quarters, and maintain infla
at 2 per cent in the fourth quarter of each year thereafter.

Figure 6 illustrates these forecasts. In the base case, in which
overnight rate is held fixed at 6 per cent (which is above the model’s ste
state value for the overnight rate), inflation will eventually decline to a po
below 2 per cent in year 4. Because the overnight rate is fixed abov
steady-state value, the inflation rate will converge to some new lower ste
state. The line representing conditional forecast 1 shows the foreca
which the overnight rate is increased to move inflation back to 2 per cen
only 4 quarters, and the line representing conditional forecast 2 shows
forecast in which the overnight rate is increased to return inflation to 2
cent in 8 quarters. Conditional forecast 3 moves the overnight rate to b
inflation back to 2 per cent in 12 quarters.

Figure 7 shows the money-growth forecasts associated with
inflation forecasts shown in Figure 6. In the fixed interest rate forec
money growth is initially higher than in the forecasts in which inflation
lowered to 2 per cent more quickly. Money growth subsequently falls in
base case because the overnight interest rate is held fixed at a contract
level above steady state.

Figure 8 plots the path of the overnight rate for the same se
forecasts. Moving inflation to 2 per cent in this example requires tighten
policy through an increase in the overnight rate. However, by year 3
policy tightening is completely reversed to keep inflation from falling belo
2 per cent. The closer the target horizon (4 quarters in conditional foreca
but 12 quarters in conditional forecast 3), the more the interest rate mu
increased to achieve the target. Similarly, money growth is more volatile
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Figure 9
Conditional inflation forecast 2 with error bands
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closer target horizons. Choosing the appropriate policy requires conside
both the target horizon and the required interest rate or money-gro
movements.

Another way of conveying information about the state of the wo
and possible future outcomes is to provide confidence intervals
probabilities of these outcomes. For instance, a “reference range
“monitoring range” can be constructed for money growth that is consis
with achieving 2 per cent inflation over a given horizon. This referen
range would have some associated probability of inflation remaining wi
the target range or, alternatively, some tighter bands. As actual mo
growth becomes known, deviations of growth from the range should t
give early warning of any impending deviations of inflation from the targ
range. One advantage of using a money-growth reference range a
information variable, in addition to the inflation forecasts themselves, is
it helps to gauge the change in inflationary pressures in the months sinc
reference range was derived.17 Gerlach and Svensson (1999) found that t
information from a money-growth indicator is subsumed by a money g

17. The main distinction between an intermediate target and an information variable
in the degree of correlation between the intermediate target/information variable an
goal variable (GV). An intermediate target (IT) is assumed to have a tight correlation
the GV, whereas the correlation of an information variable with the GV is much loose
related concern is the degree of controllability between the IT and the GV. If policy-ma
are unable to control the IT, it seems unlikely that they would be able to control the G
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Figure 10
Distribution of the 4-quarter conditional inflation rate forecasts
based on parameter uncertainty for conditional forecast 2

Figure 11
Distribution of the 4-quarter conditional inflation
rate forecasts based on parameter and future shock
uncertainty for conditional forecast 2
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Table 1
Inflation probabilities from conditional forecast 2
with parameter and future shock uncertainty

Date
Probability of inflation

between 1 and 3 per cent
Probability of inflation

between 1.5 and 2.5 per cent

Year 1Q1 50% 8%
Year 1Q2 55% 24%
Year 1Q3 58% 30%
Year 1Q4 52% 27%
Year 2Q4 37% 19%
Year 3Q4 32% 17%
Our findings generally support this claim. However, an attraction of mo
growth rate indicators and reference ranges is that they are perhaps ea
explain than a money gap and thus may help a central bank explai
reasons for a policy action.

The European Central Bank (ECB) uses the 3-month growth rat
the 12-month moving average of M3 growth as one of the pillars of its tw
pillar strategy of achieving and maintaining price stability.18 Although the
ECB uses a broad aggregate to allow for the possibility of shifts such
those due to financial innovations, we have explicitly accounted for
shifts that have occurred in Canada in our narrow aggregate.

Alternatively, the probabilities of inflation remaining within th
target range can be calculated without using a reference range for m
growth. Figure 9 shows the conditional inflation forecast and two poss
68 per cent confidence intervals (about 1 standard deviation) when
interest rate is set as in conditional forecast 2 to achieve 2 per cent infla
in eight quarters. The confidence intervals were calculated from a b
corrected bootstrap technique proposed by Kilian (1998) and discusse
Sims and Zha (1995).19 The distribution of inflation forecasts shown by th
inner bands is based on uncertainty about the model’s parameters.
distribution shown by the outer bands is based on uncertainty about bot
model’s parameters and possible future exogenous shocks.

The complete distributions for the 4-quarter inflation forecast fo
and eight quarters ahead are plotted in Figures 10 and 11. The vertical

18. The ECB’s stability-oriented monetary policy is based on: (i) a prominent role
money and (ii) a broadly based assessment, using financial and other indicators, of bo
outlook for price developments and the risks to price stability.
19. This technique requires one bootstrap to first obtain an estimate of the bias i
model’s coefficients. Bias-corrected coefficients are calculated and used for a se
bootstrap simulation to generate the error bands. We computed 5,000 bootstrap sam
each stage.
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Figure 12
Inflation forecasts under alternative decompositions

Figure 13
Money-growth forecasts under alternative decompositions
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Figure 14
Overnight rate forecasts under alternative decompositions
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represent the 68 per cent error bands for the 8-quarters-ahead forec
shown at the end of year 2 in Figure 9. From distributions such as thes
can calculate various probabilities that may interest policy-makers.
probabilities that inflation will be within the 1 to 3 per cent official inflation
control target range or within a tighter range of 1.5 per cent to 2.5 per c
are given in Table 1. Similar distribution functions can be computed for e
of the forecast variables. For instance, monitoring ranges for the mo
growth rate or the interest rate can be computed that are consistent
achieving the target inflation rate.

In summary, our model can generate the point forecasts and
associated probabilities for any number of starting-point assumptions an
policy scenarios, providing significant information about possible outcom
and desirable policy scenarios.

6 Future Work

Decompositions other than the Choleski could have been used to ide
monetary policy shocks. The estimate of the response of money growth
interest rate shock has varied over time, and thus it may be appropria
include an overidentifying restriction in the decomposition of shocks
Bernanke 1986 or Sims 1986). Such a restriction would change
contemporaneous response of money growth to a variation in interest
from the average response estimated over history with the Chol
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decomposition. When one examines recent data, money’s response
interest rate shock appears to have increased. (The greater contempora
response of money growth to movements in interest rates might be expla
by a change in how rapidly banks respond to policy-induced shock
interest rates to alter the amount of liquidity they provide to agents in
economy.) The average historical change in money growth for a 100-b
point change in the overnight rate has been about 0.6 per cent. Usi
Bernanke decomposition in another version of the model used below,
response has been increased to 1 per cent.20

For the conditional forecast in which policy responds to pu
inflation to 2 per cent in eight quarters (conditional forecast 2), the inflat
and money-growth rates are essentially the same using either the Bern
or Choleski decomposition (see Figures 12 and 13). However, the size o
interest rate decrease needed is smaller in the Bernanke case than
Choleski case (see Figure 14). Money growth does relatively more to m
inflation towards its target, leaving less work to be done via the interest
channel.

Our future research will also examine more-sophisticated alterna
monetary policy identification techniques, such as those employed
Canada by Fung and Kasumovich (1998) and Fung and Yuan (20
Varying this aspect of the model will perform a robustness check of
predictions. The Bank is also investigating definitions of transactions mo
as well as the identification of desired money supply for financ
institutions.

Conclusion

The M1 VECM has predicted inflation reasonably well over history and s
appears to be a good forecasting model, especially in light of modificat
like using adjusted M1, identifying policy shocks, and deriving probabilit
for inflation outcomes.

Forecasts from the VECM can augment the information coming fr
other models used at the Bank. They can provide alternative views of w
could happen in the economy and give some information about the “bala
of risks.” Multiple models could be especially helpful to policy-make
during times of extreme uncertainty and/or structural shifts, but even

20. The 1 per cent estimate of the contemporaneous response of money to a 100
point change in the overnight rate is within 2 standard deviations of the estimate o
money-response parameter.
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relatively stable times, advice from different models helps to balance r
about the outlook for the future.21

Different models that yield similar predictions would tend to less
policy-makers’ uncertainty regarding possible outcomes,ceteris paribus,
making policy judgments somewhat easier. However, relying on mult
models has the greatest value when a model relying on one set of vari
and assumptions forecasts one outcome and another model with a diff
set of variables and assumptions forecasts another—perhaps
different—outcome. In any event, advice based on multiple models sh
give policy-makers more information and hence allow them to achieve t
desired goals. As Alan Blinder (1998, 12) advises, “Use a wide variety
models and don’t ever trust any one of them too much.”

21. See, for example, Engert and Selody (1998) and Berk (1997). Different model
used to entertain a possible shock, such as a change in policy or a real-side shoc
evaluate its impact on the forecasts of relevant variables. Such an approach may als
in assessing the uncertainty associated with particular shocks.
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Appendix
Details of the Adjusted-M1 VECM

Step 1: Estimating long-run money demand and the money gap

The Johansen-Juselius methodology is used to test for the existence
unique long-run cointegrating relationship between money, inflation, out
and interest rates (non-seasonally adjusted data). The model is an
correction model because deviations of money demanded from mo
supplied (the money gap) are assumed to be corrected in the long run
model has the form

, (A1)

where

= level of “policy-free” overnight interest

rate =

 is the residual from the interest rate equation (A8)

= log level of adjusted M1

= log level of real output

= log level of the consumer price index

= [constant, 3 seasonal dummies, output gapt–1, log(exchange

rate) fromt to t–3, USCP90t rate,D80b* NPNt, D80at]

output gapt–1 = – Bank of Canada’s estimate of potential outpu

from QPM

USCP90 = U.S. 90-day commercial paper rate

D80b = 0 for 1979Q4 and before, and 1 thereafter

NPNt = non-personal notice deposits

D80at = 0 for 1979Q4 and before, and 1 for 1983Q1 and after.
Increases linearly from 0 to 1 from 1980Q1 to 1982Q4.

= matrix of parameters for a fourth-order lag process

Equation (A1) is estimated from 1956Q1 to 1998Q4.

∆Xt Γ L( )∆Xt DZt αβ′ Xt 1– D80at 1–,[ ]+ +=

Xt M1t CPIt Yt RON ft, ,,[ ]=

RON ft
RONt εt–

εt

M1t

Yt

CPIt

Zt ∆

∆ ∆

Yt

Γ L( )
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The money gap is calculated as

, (A2)

where

c = long-run constant to ensure the gap converges to 0 in steady

, , = Johansen estimates of the long-run parameters

Some additional variables need to be calculated before step 3, the
casting step.

Step 2: The interest rate gap

The interest rate gap,RGAPt, is estimated from the auxiliary equation

, (A3)

where

– expected inflationt

– expected U.S. inflationt

Expected,E[inflationt] = actual inflation fromt–1 tot

Expected U.S. inflationt = actual U.S. inflation fromt–1 tot

Therefore the real interest rate gap is . To obtain a nomi
interest rate gap, an expected-inflation gap is added. The resulting nom
interest rate gap is

, (A4)

where expected inflation is defined as above, and steady-state inflati
assumed to be the average inflation rate for the previous 10 years. In 19
the steady-state inflation rate shifts to 2 per cent and stays at that level

mgapt c M1+ t CPIt– β̂yt– Yt β̂rt RONft β̂d81tD80at+ +=

β̂yt β̂rt β̂d81t

Rt k aUSRt+=

Rt RONt=

USRt USCP90t=

Rt k aUSRt+( )–

RGAPt Rt k aUSRt+( )– E inflationt[ ] inflationss–+=
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Step 3: The forecasting model

Equation 1: M1

, (A5)

where

= [constant, output gapt–1, log(exchange rate) fromt to t – 3,

USCP90t rate,D80b* NPNt, MONPOLt–1]

MONPOLt–1 = 0 for 1987Q4 and before, the 4-quarter inflation ra
less target inflation thereafter. Target inflation is 3 p
cent from 1988Q1 to 1992Q4, then declines to 2 p
cent in 1995Q4 and stays at that level.

MGAPt–1 = the money gap derived above in step 1

Equation 2: Price

, (A6)

where

Zt = [constant, output gapt–1, log(exchange rate) fromt to t – 3,

USCP90t rate,D80b* NPNt, D80a, DPOLICY]

DPOLICY = 0 for 1992Q4 and before, increases to 1 in 1999Q4 a
after

MGAPt–1 = the money gap derived in step 1

The DPOLICYshift dummy is introduced as a permanent shift dummy
this price equation to represent a shift to a new lower steady-state infla
rate. The equation is restricted in such a manner that it yields a steady-
inflation rate of 2 per cent.

∆M1t Γ1 L( )

∆M1t

∆CPIt
∆Yt

∆RONt

D1Zt α1MGAPt 1–+ +=

Zt ∆

∆ ∆

∆CPIt Γ2 L( )

∆M1t

∆CPIt
∆Yt

∆RONt

D1Zt α1MGAPt 1–+ +=

∆
∆ ∆
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Equation 3: Output

, (A7)

where

spreadt = overnight rate – 10-year-and-over bond rate from QPM

Zt = [constant, output gapt–1, USCP90t rate,D80b* NPNt, D91,
D89]

D91 = 0 for 1990Q4 and before and 1 thereafter

D89 = 0 prior to 1989Q1, 1 between 1989Q1 and 1996Q2, and
thereafter

The equation was restricted so that the steady-state output growth ra
2.3 per cent and so that the coefficients on prices have the opposite sig
same magnitude as those on money (real money growth, rather than no
money growth is used in the equation).

Equation 4: The overnight rate

, (A8)

where

Zt = [constant, output gapt–1, log(exchange rate) att, USCP90t

rate fromt to t – 3,D80b* NPNt, MONPOLt–1]

RGAPt–1 = the interest rate gap derived above in step 2

UIPt–1 = deviation from uncovered interest rate parity whenUIP is
defined as

, (A9)

wherea andk are from equation (A4) above and

lforex = log level of Can$/US$ exchange rate

∆Yt Γ3 L( )
∆M1t ∆CPIt–

∆Yt

spreadt

D1Zt α1MGAPt 1–+ +=

∆ ∆

∆RONt Γ4 L( ) ∆M1t ∆CPIt ∆Yt ∆RONt D2Zt+=

α2MGAPt 1– γ1RGAPt 1– γ2UIPt 1–+ + +

∆ ∆
∆

UIPt RONt (uscp90t 400 lforext 1+ lforext–( )+–=

k a 1–( )USRt)+ +
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Equation 5: Relative purchasing power parity

, (A10)

where

RPPPt = SPOT – CPI + USCPI

Zt = [constant, output gapt–1, USCP90t rate fromt to t – 2,D60Q1,

D73*RPPPt–1, lpcom fromt to t – 2]

D60(Q1) = one-period dummy with a value of 1 in 1960Q1

D73 = a permanent shift dummy with a value of 1 from 1973Q1 a
0 before

lpcom = log level of commodity prices

SPOT = log level of spot Can$/US$ exchange rate

Equation 6: The change in non-personal notice deposits

An AR(4) with constant shift dummiesD80a, D87Q3, where

D87Q3 = 1 from 1987Q3 and 0 before.

Equation 7: The U.S. inflation rate

An unrestricted AR(4) on the quarter-over-quarter U.S. inflation rate.

Equation 8: The U.S. 90-day real rate

An AR(2) on the U.S. 90-day real rate with constant shift dummies
1973Q1 to 1979Q4 and 1981Q1 to 1986Q1.

RPPPt Γ3 L( ) ∆M1t ∆Yt ∆RONt RPPPt=

D2Zt γ2RGAPt 1–+ +

∆ ∆ ∆

∆
∆
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Overview

The Adam and Hendry paper estimates a simple but attractive VECM
Canadian data, incorporating M1 and the consumer price index as the
variables. Their paper is motivated by the fact that while in the past a t
and stable relationship existed between these variables, it broke down i
early 1990s. Adam and Hendry argue that there are three possible caus
this: the “restructuring” of the Canadian economy, the introduction of in
tion targeting, and financial innovation that drove a wedge between
economically relevant measure of narrow money and M1. They focus on
third explanation and propose a strategy to adjust M1 to overcome
“distortions” in this aggregate. Moreover, they demonstrate that when
new data are used, the estimated model is well-behaved over the e
sample period. Finally, they show how the model can be used to fore
inflation and for policy analysis and simulation.

My first reaction to their paper was very positive. Inflation is
monetary phenomenon, and episodes of even moderate inflation ar
possible without sustained growth of the monetary aggregates. More
while movements in money are largely endogenous reactions to the sta
the economy, it is difficult to believe that money does not also play an ac
role in the transmission mechanism. Thus, in my view, money is import
and we should have the good sense to use this fact when conducting p

Of course, the fact that money growth causes inflation and
likelihood that money at least partially plays an active role in t
transmission mechanism do not necessarily imply that money should
targeted or beprimus inter paresamong indicator variables. The weight tha
should be attached to money is squarely an empirical question, and
Discussion
Stefan Gerlach
181
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precisely the type of elegant econometric research Adam and He
conduct that may be useful in settling it.

However, in reading their paper I must admit that I was le
persuaded of the usefulness of looking hard at money when conduc
policy in Canada than they appear to be. Rather than focusing my discu
on narrow, econometric issues—such as whether it makes sense to tre
output gap and the exchange rate as exogenous variables in the cointeg
analysis, given that the levels of output and interest rates are taken t
endogenous—I will raise some more-general issues that the paper sugg

Issue 1: Data Adjustments and Dummies

As Adam and Hendry note, the earlier stable linkage between M1
inflation seemed to disappear in the 1990s. In order to get the data to s
they construct an adjusted measure of M1 and show that the model
behaves well in the 1990s if the adjusted data are used. This rese
strategy warrants several comments.

First, the way in which the adjusted data are computed necess
implies that the model will fit them well. To adjust the data, Adam a
Hendry estimate the VECM on data before the break. They then cons
out-of-sample predictions of M1 under the assumption that no br
occurred and view the predicted level of the money stock as measu
adjusted M1.1 To quote them (page 162), “adjusted M1 can be thought o
the money growth that should have been observed . . . if the relation
between money . . . and prices had remained unchanged.” In a sens
model fits the adjusted data because it has been used to construct thos
data. The circularity of this approach not only suggests that the new dat
not add much, if any, information, but also that the full-sample estimate
the VECM are subject to generated regressors bias of unknown importa

Second, whether the adjustment of the data and the use of struct
break dummies are sensible depends on what the model is to be used
the purpose is to interpret historical data, then this approach is emine
reasonable. For instance, Adam and Hendry show that when the adju
data are used, the estimated income elasticity of money demand is s
over time and almost exactly 0.5, as suggested by Baumol and Tobin’s ju
famous square-root formula of money demand.

However, if the model is to be used for policy analysis, accepting
data adjustments and the inclusion of structural-break dummies is m
difficult. In fact, central banks hesitate to rely on money when conduct

1. Strictly speaking, they regress the forecast values on some other variables and u
fitted regression to construct the adjusted-M1 data.
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policy precisely because such adjustments and dummy variables
typically necessary to interpret monetary data. To put this differen
although Adam and Hendry’s model does a good job in predicting inflat
in order to use it for policy purposes, one must also forecast the need
future data adjustments and additional break dummies, both of which
hidden but integral parts of the model. A particular concern is that struct
breaks are not always immediately obvious. In their paper, for insta
Adam and Hendry take care to adjust M1 for shifts that occurred some s
years before writing.

Issue 2: Is This Model Better than Alternative Models?

Adam and Hendry demonstrate that the VECM can be used to fore
inflation and to determine the appropriate path for short-term interest r
given a desired path for inflation. Of course, while this model may be us
for these purposes, that does not imply that it is the best model. There m
be better non-monetary models that can be used for the same purpos
reading their paper one therefore naturally wonders how well the mo
compares with alternative forecasting models, of which there ought to
fair number available for Canada. In my view, Adam and Hendry would
more persuasive if they had demonstrated that their model indeed prov
more accurate inflation forecasts than the competition does. Since we
about money because we care about inflation, a natural starting point w
be to look at single-equation models of the inflation process. Encompas
tests could then be used to explore the different models’ performance.

Issue 3: What Is the Role of Inflation Targeting?

Adam and Hendry recognize that the source of the structural break in
relationship between money and prices need not be financial innovati
influence on M1, but could be developments elsewhere in the econo
They explicitly mention that the shift of the relationship could be due to
adoption of inflation targeting in the early 1990s coincident with t
structural break they emphasize. Given that the introduction of infla
targeting was arguably one of the most important developments in mo
Canadian monetary history, one that is eminently likely to have affected
price-setting process, it is somewhat puzzling that the authors ch
instead to focus the analysis solely on the possibility of a distortion of
M1 data.

To see why inflation targeting might have caused the observed sh
the econometric relationship, consider an economy with a history of low
moderate inflation and with a not fully credible central bank. In such
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economy it seems plausible that agents will interpret an increase of m
growth as a signal that inflation is about to increase. With rising inflation
expectations influencing wage- and price-setting decisions, it is likely
money growth and actual inflation will be closely associated. Ne
introduce an inflation target and suppose that it is perfectly credible, so
the expected rate of inflation is equal to the inflation target. Under th
conditions an increase in money growth will have no impact on inflation
expectations and therefore little impact on actual inflation. Thus, inflat
targeting may well break the link between money and inflation.

Investigating this issue would necessitate looking more closely at
stability of the individual equations in the VECM, in particular the equati
for inflation. Indeed, it would be desirable to introduce a more structu
inflation equation that allows for the impact of inflation targeting o
inflationary expectations and price setting. Given the high-qua
econometric work Adam and Hendry have already done, this exten
would seem small.
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Introduction

Let me start by saying that I like Adam and Hendry’s paper and, indeed
theme of the whole conference. I have a few quibbles about technica
that I’ll detail in a second, but the overall theme is one I concur with—t
applied models of this type, in which money plays an active and central
in the transmission mechanism, should be part of every central bank’s
kit. The commitment to a tool kit—a range of models with which to analy
the economy and specific policy questions—is itself very important an
referred to many times in their paper. We at the Bank of England h
recently published a book describing the suite of models available to
(Bank of England 1999).

Why Monetary Models?

In recent years a “consensus” model appears to be arising in the mon
policy literature—call it IS-LM with microfoundations (of a sort). Th
seminal works are those of Rotemberg and Woodford (1997) and McCa
and Nelson (1998), and these consensus models have proved very use
many circumstances, for instance in the policy-rules literature. Howe
central bankers might be surprised to hear that money plays no role in t
models; instead, inflation is anchored through a perfectly credible infla
target. Nor is there a role for money in the transmission mechanism of t
models, whereas Professor Meltzer of Carnegie Mellon University
recently documented a strong relationship between real activity and lag
real money balances, and Edward Nelson, in internal work at the Ban
England, has found a similar relationship for the U.K. I like to think th
conference is addressing the concerns some of us have about this st
Discussion
Shamik Dhar
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affairs. Money may have a role as an indicator in the short run, it might p
a role in the transmission mechanism (as the Adam-Hendry paper
seems to suggest), and in some cases it might even help anchor lon
inflation expectations. All these possibilities are explored in different pap
at this conference and will remain of interest to monetary economists, e
in inflation-targeting central banks.

The Adam and Hendry Model

The authors estimate a VECM using techniques popularized by Joha
and Hendry amongst others. Adam and Hendry identify a standard mo
demand function—a relatively narrow real money aggregate (M1)
modelled as a function of income and an interest rate. I would have like
see some more of the equations as well as key test statistics. I gene
struggle with papers that contain reams of equation printout, but their p
goes a little too far in the opposite direction. A few questions immediat
spring to mind from the description contained in their section 2.

• First: Adam and Hendry have chosen to model the upward trend in
velocity in the output coefficient rather than, say, impose a u
coefficient and run a velocity equation on a deterministic or stocha
trend of some sort. I have no firm views about which of these techniq
is preferable, but the sample period is one in which rapid technolog
progress in payments systems is very important. Certainly in the U
and the United States there are signs that narrow money velocity
flattened off and may even be starting to fall now. At the very leas
would be nice to see some recursive estimates of this output coeffic
and, in the conditional-forecasting context, some means by which
changes in trend velocity could be easily accommodated.

• Second: Why is the interest rate term a level rather than a spread
some market rate? I understand that adjusted M1 includes inte
bearing deposits and that much of this work is motivated with refere
to buffer-stock theories of money. I’d have thought both these fac
would have argued for a spread term (which they already have in
underlying vector autoregression [VAR]) and would introduce an ex
channel (the “spread channel”) through which monetary policy opera
I guess Adam and Hendry would argue that the constructed aggre
they use ought to be a measure of transactions money, not savings m
but I need a bit more convincing.

• Third: A number of (I presume) weakly exogenous variables are inclu
to induce VECM stability. These variables include a lag of the output g
and the change in non-personal notice deposits. I am concerned abo
number and variety of variables required to induce stability ex post
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also about their role in ex ante forecasting. My question about the ou
gap is: How is the gap projected when we come to conditio
forecasting? Is its projection consistent with the output projectio
coming from the output equations? If not, is this a problem? Conc
with the change in non-personal notice deposits is linked to the velo
question: How do you project non-personal notice deposits in a perio
rapid velocity change and make it consistent with the underlying tre
velocity assumption?

Having estimated a long-run money-demand function, Adam a
Hendry then construct an aggregate money gap, shown in their Figure 1
have produced similar charts in the U.K. using similar techniques, and
look very like this one. I’m encouraged by this—and concerned at the s
time. Your eye is immediately drawn to the great inflation (as La
Christiano calls it) of the 1970s, which appears to be at least in part a gl
shock. The correlation and leading-indicator properties were great then
our practical problem in selling money-based forecasts in the 19
(certainly to the Monetary Policy Committee at the Bank of England) is t
correlation and leading-indicator properties are not so great now. Some
happened to inflation expectations in the 1990s, and monetary growt
gaps struggle to explain what that was. Monetarists can take some com
from the fact that “output gap” models seem to do just as badly—but th
pretty cold comfort.

Adam and Hendry spend some time discussing the constructio
their dependent variable money aggregate—adjusted M1, which
describe as “distortion-free” money but which I prefer to think of
“transactions money.” This is essentially a weighted average of various a
categories within demand and notice deposits. My only comment here is
we know in theory what the best measure of transactions money is—div
(or household divisia). And at some future point it might be interesting
redo this work using a divisia aggregate, though I realize that’s a m
construction task in itself. Also, I thought I’d draw the authors’ attention
some work recently done in the U.K. by Terry Mills and Leigh Drake
Loughborough University. These guys construct what they call
empirical divisia” by looking for cointegrating relationships among t
various asset categories that make up U.K. broad money. They find one
what’s more, the cointegrating coefficients (the empirical divisia weigh
appear to be pretty stable over time. I prefer to call this approac
“constant-velocity M”—since that is what it is by construction—and
seems to bear some resemblance to Adam and Hendry’s intent
However, there remains a velocity trend in adjusted M1, and I’d
interested in knowing the authors’ explanation for what is driving it.
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Adam and Hendry identify monetary policy shocks and ingeniou
rid themselves of a price puzzle doing so. But this generates ano
question: Rather than strip monetary surprises out of money demand, w
not a better system be one in which the money supply reacted “correctly
a monetary shock (of different types)? To plug some work of ours fo
minute, in a recent paper with Ryland Thomas and Darren Pain (Dhar, P
and Thomas 2000), our approach has been to estimate a structural VA
which a whole range of shocks are identified—including three types
monetary shock. These include a money-demand (or velocity) shock
inflation-target shock, and a standard monetary policy shock. We do not
a price puzzle precisely because the shocks are identified with avoidan
that in mind. Multiple shocks are also important because, in general,
leading-indicator properties of a money gap will depend on what has ca
the gap to arise in the first place. A temporary money-demand shock
have very different consequences for inflation than a temporary mo
supply one, even though the money gaps might look the same in the
run. We had a concrete example of this in the U.K. when in the late 19
we saw a large positive money gap emerge and then dissipate very qu
with no consequences for inflation. Ex post we know that this was a shoc
the money demand of financial institutions in particular, but it was diffic
to tell that at the time. And indeed our inflation fan chart contained
upward skew for much of 1998 due to this money gap.

Our experience raises the question of whether error-correc
systems of this type really get to the heart of buffer-stock theory as
progenitors would recognize it.

How Does Buffer-Stock Money Fit In?

Slightly awkwardly, I think. Buffer-stock theories have an old an
honourable tradition in monetary macros, but they sit slightly at odds w
current modelling vogues and their links with the econometric methodol
outlined here are not always clear. I guess I would argue for Adam
Hendry’s work to be complemented by a more structural approach in wh
shocks and propagation mechanisms are clearly identified and not ave
out in the estimation process. You have the basis for that structural appr
in Scott’s other work on limited-participation models, and we are curren
working on an ECM representation of the limited-participation model
have constructed at the Bank of England (Dhar and Millard 2000).

In summary, though, Charleen and Scott have, in a nice pa
identified that money plays a role in transmitting monetary policy
Canada, and that, I hope, could convince monetary economists here a
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other central banks to occasionally put money back into the models
commonly play with.
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Adam and Hendry responded to a number of points the discussants ra
Regarding Stefan Gerlach’s comments, first they noted that the forec
from the M1 VECM need to be taken with a grain of salt, which is why th
provide confidence bands around all the forecasts. They also acknowle
that their forecasts may be open to the Lucas critique.

Second, the M1 VECM forecasts have been compared to alterna
models in an earlier paper (Engert and Hendry 1998). That paper found
the M1 VECM outperforms a simple autoregressive process and
inflation-forecasting model based on the Phillips curve. Finally, th
emphasized that their adjusted M1 classifies all potential shifts of
aggregate as financial innovations. This aggregate would not be
indefinitely. For the future a divisia aggregate might eventually prove use

In response to Shamik Dhar’s comments, Adam and Hendry no
that the own rate of return on M1 does not explain much of the shift in
aggregate. They also emphasized that the model does not depend heav
the exogenous variables, such as the output gap, that were added to sta
the parameters. In future work they intend to reconsider the variables
enter the money-demand relationship. For example, a short-term int
rate is currently used, but they will examine whether a longer-term
should be used instead.

Charles Freedman observed that central bankers often rely more
the judgment of economists monitoring current economic developm
than on any single forecasting model to predict future paths of inflation
output. This limits the concrete value of ex post forecasting exercise
policy-makers.
General Discussion
190

*  Prepared by Greg Tkacz.
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Frank Smets questioned the focus on the money gap when McPh
paper found that money growth is more suitable to forecasting inflation.
advantage to focusing on the growth rate, he argued, is that it is robu
level shocks.
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	, (A2)
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	Step 2: The interest rate gap
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	 –�expected inflationt
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	Expected, E[inflationt]�=�actual inflation from t–1 to t
	Expected U.S. inflationt�=�actual U.S. inflation from t–1 to t
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	, (A4)
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	Step 3: The forecasting model
	Equation 1: M1
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	Equation 4: The overnight rate
	                , (A8)
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	           , (A9)
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	              , (A10)
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	SPOT�=�log level of spot Can$/US$ exchange rate


	Equation 6: The change in non-personal notice deposits
	An AR(4) with constant shift dummies D80a, D87Q3, where
	D87Q3�=�1 from 1987Q3 and 0 before.
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	An unrestricted AR(4) on the quarter-over-quarter U.S. inflation rate.

	Equation 8: The U.S. 90-day real rate
	An AR(2) on the U.S. 90-day real rate with constant shift dummies for 1973Q1 to 1979Q4 and 1981Q1...
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